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About This Game

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE THIS GAME- HOUSE OF VELEZ REQUIRES A CONTROLLER TO PLAY. IF YOU
DO NOT HAVE A CONTROLLER THE GAME WILL NOT WORK. XBOX LAYOUT PREFERRED.

Lily Velez, daughter of famous archaeologist Victor Velez, returns home to her family's estate following news of her father's
sudden disappearance. Intent on finding clues to her missing father's whereabouts, and evidence to prove his innocents involving
a scandal within his company, Lily begins her search. However, she is about to uncover something that will take her far beyond
her own investigation. Something that will force her to fight for her very survival. Follow Lily into her own worst nightmare as

she uncovers the dark and sadistic history that lies within the walls of the House of Velez.

House of Velez is a horror game based around stealth/puzzle elements. It emphasizes sneaking, running and hiding mechanics to
surpass obstacles rather than combat.

The game features a "Focus Mode" that allows you to see your pursuers' field of vision and hearing radius, while also
monitoring your own noise levels.

Another feature is "Heart Rate Suppression" that restricts movement, but allows you to become "invisible" when used
effectively.

House of Velez draws inspiration from titles like Haunting Ground and even film such as the 1980's Hellraiser.
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house of velez part 1. house of velez episode 1

Way too short for the asking price of 4.99\u20ac. I purchased it for 2.49\u20ac and it is still too much. Played through in 10
minutes and the map design was just lazy. Prefabs from the campaign\/multiplayer maps. No clear objective whatsoever. Cheap
assasination. Too easy. Do not buy.. awesome game! and the first that isn't clickbait. bugged out and is unplayable on my
system. Everywhere invisible walls, to the point where it only allows me to walk IN the wall of a hallway. The gamestopper was,
when i tried to grow again after i pressed the button to get shrunk. I could not walk anymore. I found no way to proceed the
game. Mind you, this happened after the first few minutes... A fun hacky-slashy korean mmo, its definitely best for people who
don't intend to play all day. It's great for me who is an adult, both working and attending college, the fatigue system doesn't
affect me yet. It's the only downside to the game for me. Otherwise, I love the characters and the graphics as well as the fighting
system. I think the fatigue system is a great way to earn money from players who want to play more. It's upsetting considering I
paid $15 for it.

Still, the game itself is fun and enjoyable. I like the benefit of playing a bunch of characters since you get buffs across your
account depending on their level which is great considering every character has their own fatigue bar.

An mmo definitely for people who have busy days and maybe have enough time for 1-3 hours of game time a day.. Good sequel
to the one of the best russian classic quests. One more epic hour of gameplay!
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8\/10. If you are a true gambling person, you'll love this game. If like me you were looking for a fun way to pretend to gamble
then do not buy this game because once out of Early Access it could end up costing you a lot of money if you continue to play
the game. During Early Access you can earn small amounts of chips (usually 25 chips at a time) for doing several things like
visiting certain area's of the casino, plus you can earn the same number of chips for every 15 minutes you spend in game. When
you enter the Casino after purchasing the game you are given 1000 chips.

My first love is slots, so I casually ran over to the slots and after 10 spins I'd spent virtually all of my chips. Thankfully, during
the Early Acess phase you can get more chips for very little money; i.e. there are several selections ranging from 500 chips to 40
000 chips each one of which costs you $0.01 to purchase. This amount is deducted from your Steam wallet. Once early access is
over these will undoubtably change and cost much more. Sadly, like any gambling den, the odds are always stacked against you.

After the 10 turns on the slots, with virtually no chips left and not wanting to wait around for almost an hour before I could get a
couple more spins, I left, then rejoined the following day because I was under the impression that during Early Access we would
be given 1000 chips every day, but this was not the case (I purchased the basic game plus the cheaper of the dlc's, (costing me a
total of just over \u00a316).

I don't know whether you can or will be able to convert any winnings to real money, but even if you were, it's only a lucky few
that would ever manage to get any real money back.

Personally I'm really disappointed with this game. I was hoping to be able to play a wide range of different slot machines, but
there was little variety to be found, plus until I decided to buy the highest slection of chips I only had enough for two spins and
four goes on the roulette table (which has a minimum bet of 10 chips).

Part way through my second visit there was a server reboot. I was given literally a minute's warning in which I was asked to log
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off. As I was part way through a gamble when this occured I wasn't pleased.

Despite it being in Early Access, so by definition not a completed game, I can't recommend this game to anyone but hardened
gamblers.. Metroidvania steps up! See why we say so here!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pDpjBwxx-YE&list=PL496UtrqkCWVhDgcgYQZlxCZELhd-ZW0C. What els can I
say? You can invade the world as the nazis, colonize Europe and manage to actually beat the USSR. You can beat the Americans
to the nuclear bomb, be the first into space, make the internet and land on mars! You can also mod the game and have a modern
world or a fictional one. {THIS IS THE SHORT REVIEW}

{NOW TIME FOR THE BIG REVIEW}

The AI has been improved A LOT compared to the 2020 AI and Cold War AI. Still has the bugs and Frame Rate problems, but
eh, it's a good game.

The military system is good and your ministers tend to send random units to Siberia, where they will stay there for the rest of the
game, unsupplied. But if get far enough with tech and get some decent supply planes, then bobs your uncle. But the unit would
be a T-26 and useless.

The supply system isn't that great, I prefer the 2020 one. I don't have 2020 in my steam games, because I bought it off Amazon.
U=Y put over 500 hours into 2020 and I loved the supply system. The supply system in 2020 was really... well, just put a few
supply depots around the country and build some roads and most of your country will be supplied really well. It's a different
story in 1936, it doesn't spread as well as it did in 2020.

(EDIT)
I came to realise that they devs made this decision for a reason, because in WW2 the infrastructure of the world wasn't the best
and this means you can get supply everywhere. I think this is okay and i support it, because in reality the Nazis had a massive
problem with supply in the USSR.
(EDIT)

Every game has their cons, even a game like this that I play a lot. The tutorial isn't really helpful, it's complicated, doesn't really
explain much and just a mind boggle really. It's like they translated the tutorial from Russian to German to Arabic and then back
to German and then English. So I suggest watching people play the game or you can just go exploring the game yourself.

The game feels like it's not finished and the AI still isn't amazing. Battlegoat are trying tho and I hope they spend a few years on
making the new Supreme Ruler so they can really improve the AI and improve the FPS and reduce the lag. (And I like the
graphics the way they are)

The economic system is meh, but I hate it when the ministers try lowering the taxes on the resources to 0%, so you have lock
them out of it and when you lock a minister from the resources, you lock them from trading. Yes, you can trade on the world
market manually, but you have to keep an eye on the prices too see if they go down or up. And oil in this game, the production
of oil is so small. You have to literally spam oil derricks until you get arthritis so you can be self-sufficent in petrol.

Even with all the bugs this game has, it's still fun and good. Deserves more attention for it to be a great game. I already got 4
people into the game they got more people into the game.The game is good for wasting time, playing with friends and Role
Playing. I suggest getting modes for it, because it can get boring playing the same scenario.

I rate this game a 7\/10 Please share the Supreme Ruler series with your friends and guide them to be world dominators so they
can teach others.
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Nepenthe is a turn based RPG with influences from undertale and, if I had to guess, other RPG maker games like Suits.

I bought this game at full price as a friend of mine knows the developer, and after they gave me the description of "It's a darker
undertale on a shoe string budget" I had to give it a fair shake, even though I don't normally play games like this outside of LISA
the painful RPG.

I'll start with the positives, because this game does have a few. Namely, the soundtrack. The music in this is quite unique, with
many of the tracks actually managing to send a shiver down my spine. I'm sad I don't know the names of individual tracks,
otherwise I'd mention them and possibly search them out just to have on my phone to listen to. Certain fights like the two with
the guards in the magistrates castle really stand out, though I think one of my personal favorites comes from a section in an
underground tunnel with distorted vocals. Most of the audio in this is either stock RPG maker stuff (I recognize the damage
sound from several other RPG maker games), or uses this distorted guitar that I adore, with more 'normal' music filling out the
spaces between.

After that we've got the comedy, this game is throwing jokes at you constantly, all of them based on the dialog or descriptions
you get from stuff in the enviroment. I'll admit, a few of them did get me to chuckle, like the subtle "you abduct the teddy bear"
item pick up description, or how even the enviroment might sass you a little for being too nosy. But most of the time it felt a bit
more cheeky than anything, and while the humor was appreciated, I often wasn't sure what was just messing with me and what
was important. I'm still not sure what that teddy bear was for, I just wanted it.

Which brings me to possibly my biggest problem with the game, and probably the most subjective point. The artstyle. It's done
almost entirely in coloring pencils, using simplistic, childlike designs for everything right the way through to the end. It has its
own charm, I'll admit, it's certainly unique in a way, but I just really don't enjoy it for several reasons. The first being purely on
taste, but the more glaring one is how difficult it can make it to identify important items, like figuring out where the rope to
help someone out of a pit is, or even recognizing it is, in fact, rope. I had the same problem in Suits, but Suits had a zoomed in
perspective and smaller map size, meaning the issue of figuring things out wasn't that bad. Nepenthe has a very zoomed out
perspective, which means things on the world map are pretty tiny and hard to make out. In combat this isn't an issue, since that's
the classic, static turn based, menu based affair. The only reason I don't think this style choice is pointless is because it is used
effectively at certain points, especially during ending 2, in which the whole 'drawn on crumpled paper' aesthetic is used to
convey a very desolate message.

As for general game design? Most of my play time was spent going in circles. As mentioned earlier, the perspective is too
zoomed out, it would have been better if the 'exploring' sections had used smaller maps, it would have cut down on travel time a
bit and it would have been easier to just see what's on screen as opposed to guessing what the scribbles mean.

Combat is very much Undertale inspired, with a timed attack system, and when the enemy attacks you, it's just about moving
your dot around a box to dodge incoming attacks. It's fine, again, Undertale inspired, and it works well enough to get by without
being boring at any point. Most of the attacks you will get hit by on your first run in with them, but most of them don't deal that
much damage to you outside of one very early game enemy, who is optional, even then the dev had a great idea to allow you to
simply restart from the beginning of the fight if you want to, which really cuts down on frustration from losses.

As for the story? I'm not sure where I come down on it. Pacing wise, it's awful, it bounces all over the place and I was hit right
out of nowhere with the ending before I had even realized I had properly begun. A good example being how you just finished
talking to the tutorial character guy, only to go to town and kill a werewolf...then a few minutes later you've accidentally
instigated the end of existence after talking to therapy frog about how average you are, by doing a solid for a cube dude. I'd
really have to experience all three endings and think about it for a while in order to figure out what the themes are and such, but,
as the game itself outright told me "you remember why you don't buy games like this". The story feels like it's trying to get
something across, but what that is, I have no idea, outside of having a theme of forgetfulness and neglect, considering that
Nepenthe means medicine for forgetfulness and the main character has amnesia, with other characters telling you to either
forget your past life and make something new of yourself or they themselves are trying to forget things like persecution...also
racism towards bald people, bald people aren't monsters, I think.

Overall, Nepenthe is definitely an odd game, definitely worth looking into if you're a fan of indie RPG maker games, as it fits
comfortably next to the likes of suits, hylic and so on. It was unusual, and sometimes that can be a good thing, it isn't a bad
game, far from it, I know a bad game when I see one, but it's definitely an aquired taste.. unique clicker theme
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-resolution is too small
-not enough space for upgrade's discription
-no interesting animation to keep player clicking. I want more of this.. it's fun :D. Turn-based strategy game where you learn
about old Egypt. I like it!. Bought recently and downloaded the Add on "Mannheim to Karlrue" to my T.S 2017..Thought it
seemed to be an interesting and a good one..
Must say I'm very disappointed with this add on! As many others reported, it has also caused me problems..If I using a "Quick
Drive" and traveling from Karlsrue Gbf..( I am a freight train fan) with the final destination Mannheim Rbf.. happens the
following: about 3 km before the final destination. A Game Over Error occurs. The reason is said to be an train collision !!?
Does not matter what kind of train I use.. Has tested with both long freight trains, to single, so-called "light engine" + all times
of the day and different seasons. Can not understand why this happens ?? Must be a another big bug !! Where can I find any
available update that corrects this annoying error ??
If not exist? ..I can not recommend this add on :-(
apart from this...otherwise a very good add on!

Update 2017-04-28: tonight I tried to drive an IC train from Mannheim Hbf to Karlsrue Hbf..when I came to the High Speed
section..What happened? Yes, once again a "game over" Occurred..caused by a train collision. Do not ask me where .. NOT
with my train at least
This add on is complete full of errors !!!
To Dovetail Games: withdraw this add on from the market .. make a complete renovation of it .. or scrap it completely!

Free TUNING DLC! CASES with QUALITY items! Patch 1.4.5:

Hello CMS18 community!. StreamPad v0.1.1 Update:
New features:

+ Auto save data
+ Unlimited slots
+ Settings menu
+ Dark Mode
+ Reset All Data
+ Addition of Japanese and Russian languages
. Symphonic Rain: adding Russian support:

We're happy to announce that with the release of the Russian support, Symphonic Rain now supports five languages.

store.steampowered.com/app/629650/Symphonic_Rain/. Welcome to your new job:
You know, I actually used to work in that office before you [i.imgur.com]

 42757420736f20646964206865 . Do I Have the Sauce??? + Beta Testing Opportunity:
Answer: Yes I do, but I may be late to the party.
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Hey everyone, so while the update is nearly complete, beta testing is somewhat of a struggle.

Send me an email at: "varunananth1@gmail.com" if you would like to beta test. I will be sending a few (lucky?) people a steam -
integrated beta copy of "Seek Or Die". It will be dished out on a first come first serve basis, so be quick! Thank you all again for
the support.

-Flashynurav. Patch Notes for v0.9.8 - Contracts&Criminals Update:

Version 0.9.8 Patch Notes
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